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SITE IMPLEMENTATION ACTIVITIES

Achievements

- On 24 December 2015 signed an agreement on scientific collaboration in connection with the conduction of TB-PRACTECAL Clinical Trial.
- Signed agreement for Tashkent Site, April 2018 года (MSF/TBI)
- From July started equipment delivery of CT
- In September 2018 finished renovation of CT unit
- Transportation system of pathological material (sputum) to Nukus is developed
- Clinical site documents were developed, adapted and translated (SOP, working instructions and etc.)
- CT staff selected and trained
- Trainings for specialists were organized and delivered
Tashkent Trial Design

DR patients eligible by TB-PRACTECAL criteria will be actively selected:

1. According to lab investigations (National Reference Laboratory in TBI and TAC, City TBD and later other health center of Tashkent city)

2. By TB-PRACTECAL doctors’ team from treatment-prophylaxis facilities selected in consiliums in Tashkent city.
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Tashkent Site Initiation Visit
- Official site launch: 14 December 2018
- Tashkent site initiation: 28 December 2018
- First patient randomised: 23 January 2019
Clinical site initiation visit
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